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QUESTION 1

Configuration management can prevent unauthorized changes to Production. 

How should the system be configured to prevent unauthorized changes to Production? 

A. Admin passwords should be regularly and automatically changed without notification to all IT staff 

B. Chaos and disruptions should be deliberately and automatically introduced into production 

C. Only a single source should be used to give out information on the status of the system 

D. Value stream mapping should be used to identify security leaks and unauthorized persons 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An IT architecture is characterized as monolithic and rigidly bound. 

What difficulty with adopting DevOps practices can be expected? 

A. Clearly defining the boundaries of the IT systems 

B. Defining areas of responsibility for each DevOps team 

C. Maintaining the increasingly complex architecture 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://books.google.nl/books?id=0zSGDwAAQBAJandpg=PT126andlpg=PT126anddq=exin+IT
+architecture+is+characterized+as+monolithic+and+rigidly+bound.+What+difficulty+with+adopting
+DevOps+practices+can+be
+expectedandsource=blandots=Kuo1rtSYcoandsig=ACfU3U28HSO7RkPdD2SDsEhauQXXrgTQZgandhl=enandsa=
Xandved=2ahUKEwjxycCW-7vlAhXSknAKHWs-AmkQ6AEwAHoECAkQAQ#v=onepageandq=exin%20IT%
20architecture%20is% 20characterized%20as%20monolithic%20and%20rigidly%20bound.%20What%
20difficulty%20with%20adopting%20DevOps%20practices%20can%20be%20expectedandf=false 

 

QUESTION 3

A company decides to do canary releases for some new functionality. What is a description of a canary release? 

A. Releasing to a limited number of users, before releasing it to all users 

B. Switching users from interacting with one release to the next within seconds 

C. Test business hypotheses by having half of the users switch to a new release 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.modernanalyst.com/Careers/InterviewQuestions/tabid/128/ID/5041/What-is-acanary-release-
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and-what-are-some-of-the-benefits.aspx 

 

QUESTION 4

The description of the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) model states: 

"SAFe enterprises implement DevOps to break down silos and empower each Agile Release Train (ART) and Solution
Train to continuously deliver new Features to their end users. Over time, the separation between development and
operations is significantly reduced." 

Why is this a limited view on DevOps? 

A. Because DevOps extends the agile ideas from IT production to the entire organization, all processes and the entire
value chain 

B. Because DevOps is better than other methodologies for developing software by incorporating continuous integration
and continuous deployment 

C. Because there is no limit to the improvements you can establish with DevOps, due to the continuous improvement
requirement 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A team stores not only source code, but many other things related to the IT system, such as tests, scripts, artifacts,
libraries and many other things. 

Which DevOps principle has this team implemented? 

A. Continuous delivery 

B. Deployment pipeline 

C. Version control 

Correct Answer: C 
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